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A brand on the move
GAC is a business that doesn’t stand still.
Since 1956, the company has grown to
become one of the largest integrated
providers of shipping, logistics and marinerelated services on the planet. Today, GAC
employs over 10,000 professionals, operates
300 offices in more than 40 countries, and
works with trusted partners to cover over
1,000 locations worldwide.
To sustain momentum and growth,
senior management launches a new business
strategy every four years. This time, under
the theme of “get closer to the customer”,
the focus was to strengthen the brand with
key stakeholders, by communicating how
GAC functions as an integral part of a
customer’s business – at both a strategic
and an operational level.
To achieve this, GAC required
an entirely new brand communications
platform and graphical identity that could
establish this proposition with stakeholders
and build upon the company’s existing,
well-established profile. However, even
though an integrated and well-coordinated
external campaign would be its central driver,
GAC also knew that internally its employees
would need to be fully committed to any
new branding initiative before it could gain
traction in target markets.

Client:

cbc.dk/work
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Delivering your
strategy

The corporate brochure
used a four-page spread
to clearly illustrate GAC’s
full range of services.

GAC has always focused on developing trusted customer relationships
by delivering consistently high-quality results. To strengthen this
position, it was important for GAC to communicate that even
though the customers’ everyday needs are central to its service
portfolio, the company’s offering goes even further by creating
sustainable, long-term value through a powerful combination of
strategic support and operational excellence.
This promise was formulated in the concept “Delivering your
strategy”. Rather than focusing on GAC’s own services or capabilities,
this approach took the customer’s commercial goal as its starting
point, showing how GAC drives results at an organisational level by
acting as the operational extension of a customer’s business plan.
Visually, the concept was brought to life with distinctive graphics
that combine business charts with photorealistic 3D representations of
GAC’s core services and specific operational sectors. The result is a look
and feel that is unique within the industry. This was executed in various
formats, including a corporate brochure, ads and a corporate film.

Global strength
to overtake your
competition

Specialist services
for fast-track
results

Visually, the concept
used distinctive
graphics that combine
business charts with
3D representations to
highlight core services
and sectors.

Your partner in leading performance
Time is short; the competition is relentless. You need a strong partner
who can take the strain, and take the lead. GAC delivers the innovation,
creativity and certainty your business needs across land, sea and air, in
ports and offshore, from Central Asia to central London – with quality and
security guaranteed by personal commitment. In shipping, logistics and
marine services, we focus our skills and minds on delivering your results.
Discover the strength of resources available to your business, and leave
the competition behind.

Get there first at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Everything you need to deliver
Business is measured in results. Achieve yours faster with GAC. Since
1956, we have dedicated ourselves to delivering all your global shipping,
logistics and marine service needs. Today, our comprehensive specialist
services have been honed to fast-track your business through creativity,
certainty and innovation. They give us the flexibility to adapt swiftly to
your specific requirements and accelerate your goals across land, sea and
air. Discover how our specialist services can help deliver your results.

Accelerate your business at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

A corporate film was
an ideal way to explain
GAC’s complex services
and value offering.
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Getting closer
to customers
GAC operates a broad portfolio of services across a large number
of customer segments. This was where “Delivering your strategy”
proved itself as a highly flexible communications platform that
could be adapted to different target groups and specific customer
challenges.
CBC created a complete suite of marketing materials, including
profile brochures, films and segment ads. Images and messages
focused on key industry drivers, rather than services, to align the
“get closer to customers” theme and strengthen the perception of
GAC as a supplier of specialist services within complex B2B
segments. With communication focused on visibility and recognition,
the campaign addressed group-level management, opinion leaders
and decision makers. It also spoke to regional/local audiences by
carrying these messages through to a sales and tactical level.

Segment brochures were
used to anchor GAC’s
A broad range of segment ads

strengths and services

Complete shipping
services to keep your
business moving

were created to build a strong

in the minds of specific

brand profile and communicate

target audiences.

Alongside worldwide

Putting your
business first

From Shanghai to Valparaiso, from the high latitudes to the equator, our
global network keeps your business moving in thousands of locations
worldwide. We are at the service of over 3,500 principals and handle a
port call every 10 minutes. We only became this big by taking care of the
details whether in traditional ship agency or specialist services for the
supply of bunkers, spares and provisions. And we’ve reached beyond
these essentials to develop and deliver innovative weather routing and
maritime security services. It’s all designed to maximise your time and
cost efficiency. The weather might be rough or smooth but with GAC,
you’ll stay calm during the whole voyage.

customer-centric messages.

A world of shipping
services that revolves
around you

Logistics strategies
to keep you on track
for growth

Efficient logistics
for a better
bottom line

Make the right move at gac.com
Personalised, prompt and proven
GAC became a global leader in ship agency by putting you first. Whether
you’re an oil trader or a cruise operator, moving wet or dry cargo, we put
the muscle of our global resources and local expertise at your disposal.
We go beyond traditional ship agency to provide specialised husbandry,
supply and transfer services, cost-saving weather routing and maritime
security innovations. As your strategic partner, our sole objective is to look
after you first.

90% of world trade moves on water. 100% of our business moves around
you. From traditional ship agency to specialised services for transferring
fuels, stores and personnel, we shape our services to your needs – whatever
your vessel, wherever you’re heading. Our 50+ years in the business mean
we know where the challenges lie and the glitches lurk. We’re constantly
investing in new services, destinations and systems to add strategic value
to your operation. Through rough seas and calm, you can rest easy while
GAC provides safe and efficient support, tirelessly delivering whatever you
need to propel your business around the world.

GAC’s business is to help drive yours. Our multimodal transportation and
contract logistics services are up for any challenge, anytime, anywhere.
Whether you’re in one country or many, we have the skills, local knowledge
and network to speed your freight at competitive rates through any roadblocks. So wherever you’re looking to grow your business, GAC can deliver.

Logistics is vital for your supply line – and your bottom line. You want your
shipments to arrive at the right place at the right time, no questions asked.
To do this, GAC has built its business around supporting yours. GAC knows
how to drive your goods through any obstacle, delivering the efficiency
you need in a competitive world. We have the infrastructure, innovation,
technology and operational expertise to accelerate your growth. Let’s start.

Take the lead with gac.com

See what we do for you at gac.com

Fast-track your business at gac.com

Maximise your profits at gac.com

Delivering shipping services with you in mind

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Driving towards increased value

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Bulk up your
profits

The value of
our logistics
adds up

Non-stop supply
for non-stop
business

360° protection
to safeguard
your profits

Fueling your
vessels around
the world

Achieve a bigger
slice of success

Seamless dry bulk services,
saving you time and money
Dry bulk cargo requires more than muscle to move it. It takes know-how,
experience and truly global reach. Whether loading or discharging, the risks
of delay are many and far too costly. GAC understands the risks involved
and how to avoid them. As your strategic partner, we will help you achieve
seamless, efficient port calls at both load and discharge ports. Whatever
your cargo type, if you’re in the dry bulk business and want to minimise
time and money spent at any port, GAC is the global agent you need.

gac.com
Network + expertise = your advantage
It’s a point of pride in GAC to specialise in meeting challenges and solving
problems. For more than 50 years, we’ve been delivering international
freight forwarding and specialised logistics services to businesses in diverse
sectors, each with unique needs. With our global network of skilled people
we’re able to do the math at local, national, regional and international
level – providing answers in thousands of locations worldwide.

See how it adds up for you at gac.com

Going beyond bunkers

360° support for your oil and gas business

24/7 supply to your vessels

Saving time, money, cargo and crew

Your business can’t afford to stand still and neither can your vessels.
That’s why GAC pioneered ship supply services to keep your vessels and
cargo moving. At strategic locations along the world’s major shipping
lanes, our round-the-clock fleet of high-speed launches delivers crews,
spares and stores, and responds to emergencies without your ships even
changing course. And services at sea are just the start. We deliver constant
support at ports and onshore too, worldwide.

Shipping can be risky business, unless you’re with GAC. Our customised
services safeguard your ships, crew and cargo against hundreds of
eventualities – saving you far more than time and money. One point of
contact, one mission: to protect your profits by keeping you safe and
efficient at sea. From optimal weather routing and sea crime defense to
maritime training and professional workwear, we’re constantly innovating
to reinforce your peace of mind. See how we can shield your business.

Vessels depend on fuel; captains depend on GAC. Getting the right quality
fuel at the right price takes deep knowledge and connections. As one of
the few ISO-certified elite, GAC safeguards the flow of marine fuels and
lubricants from barge to vessel using trusted suppliers worldwide. Whether
at major locations or remote ports, we know the pressures faced and how
to smooth the fueling journey. And bunkers are just the beginning. We offer
complete shipping, logistics and marine services from origin to destination
– as a single source provider. Test us.

Whether seeking, developing or extracting energy resources, you need
people who can take the strain and put technical muscle and skill at your
service. GAC has the track record, global strength and specialised knowhow to meet the stringent safety and quality standards of energy sector
customers. Whether you’re an operator, a surveyor, a driller or an EPC
company, we make it our business to understand your core needs to deliver
integrated services in marine agency, logistics and marine contracting.
Our strategic hubs give us the reach to solve your problems and deliver
your strategy worldwide.

Get non-stop support at gac.com

Protect your profits at gac.com

Fuel your business at gac.com

Experience our energy at gac.com

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup
Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup

Find us on
facebook.com/GACgroup
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Aligning GAC
employees

Delivering
Value
How our strategy
and our brand work
together

GAC knew that for the new branding to be embraced externally, it had
to be believed internally at a group, regional and local management
level. To achieve this, CBC developed an organisation-wide internal
campaign to unite staff behind the new strategy and ensure that

When used with graphic elements

its proposition was understood, accepted and integrated across all
future communications.
The campaign was implemented in multiple internal activities
including posters, film and internal brand papers. Photos of employees

Delivering you

Delivering your strategy.

Delivering your strategy.

were used to create business infographics (reflecting the external
campaign visuals) to both reinforce the key messages and help
develop a strong sense of teamwork and unity. The messaging

2

centred around the idea that by working together as one, not only
would GAC be able to move forward as an organisation, but the
rewards would benefit all staff on both a career and personal level.

When we share t
he
pie
,w
e

“Delivering your strategy.”
is our promise to create
real value for customers.
Our high performance is
what powers that promise.

Our standing in the industries
we serve depends on our
ability to work together,
communicate effectively
and deliver value – both to
customers and to each other.
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Delivering
Value

Expanding
the pie

Posters were displayed in
global offices to create a
strong sense of unity and
achievement for GAC staff.

Momentum
We know
what to do.
We know
how to do it.

We have
momentum
in our
operations.

Our brand
is valued.
Let’s continue
to build.

An internal brand paper clearly communicated
the “Delivering your strategy” message and
helped staff buy into the new approach.

Star quality

We have the strategy

Our values, our assets,
our long-term focus
and our organisational
structure help us stand
out from the crowd.
We play a supporting role
for our customers but our
delivery has star quality
stamped all over it.

Vision Z-Global Performance is our 5-year plan that will take
us through to 2017. It’s built on four pillars:
OUR VALUES
Think of our ethical practices, the GAC Spirit, our HSSE focus
and our determination to give back to the communities we
work in.
OUR LONG-TERM APPROACH TO CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
We want to be long-term strategic partners with our customers,
not just service providers.
OUR ASSETS
We have good equipment, good technology and great people.
OUR REGIONAL STRUCTURE
The world is a big place, full of different working cultures.
Each GAC region has the flexibility to decide what works best
in their part of the world.

The key point in the strategy is in the word —
“performance”. It’s all about showing our
customers and ourselves what we can do.
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Star quality
Our values, our assets,
our long-term focus and
our organisational
structure help us stand
out from the crowd.
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Raising
the bar
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We’re good.
How can we
do better?
This question
lies at the
heart of every
working day.

We play a supporting
role for our customers
but our delivery has
star quality stamped
all over it.

The concept was brought
to life for employees
through an engaging
and entertaining film.

Nurturing long-term
relationships
William Hill,
Executive Group Vice President

GAC turns 60 in 2016 and understands the value of building and

Commercial

nurturing long-term relationships, not just with its clients and

GAC

business associates, but also with suppliers.
“Our relationship with CBC dates back to 2002 when we
launched our global reach strategy,” says William Hill, Executive Group
Vice President, Commercial at GAC Group. “They delivered a robust
campaign that elevated GAC’s reputation as a dynamic global force
in shipping and logistics. Since then, we’ve continued to rely on CBC
to conceptualise and develop our subsequent branding campaigns,
including a brand new GAC logo and a corporate identity programme

Esther Oon-Bybjerg,

to support it.”

Group Director of Corporate

“CBC has consistently showed us what they are good at: strategic

Communications

and creative thinking, a keen grasp of our complex business needs

GAC

and turning ideas into reality,” he adds.
As the Group Director of Corporate Communications, Esther
Oon-Bybjerg has been driving the implementation of the new GAC
brand campaign worldwide. She explains, “CBC developed a style
that has universal appeal as well as the flexibility to be localised to
suit various cultures and languages.”
“With the use of detailed, photorealistic 3D graphics to depict
our services, CBC helped to create a unique look and feel that
works brilliantly across traditional platforms as well as with online
equivalents and social media. No matter what the medium, the
message is positive and unified.”

CBC EQUALS B2B

PRESENT CLIENTS INCLUDE:
Brüel & Kjær / Cobham / ConvaTec / Copenhagen Airport /
GAC / GEA Process Engineering / Lactosan / MOCON /

After 35 years’ pure focus on international B2B branding and marketing
communications, CBC knows how to move brands forward. Fast.
We relish complexity, finding the most effective ways to shape
intricate processes into clear, compelling propositions that resonate.
From satellites to software, marine to medical, broad experience has
shown us how to blend strategy with creativity to deliver the impact
that drives bottom line results.
Our B2B experts in UK and Denmark have been handpicked for
their specialism and knowledge of international branding and communications. This means we never require long consulting engagements and
you get the most effective team behind your project.
So get in touch with the agency that brings more to your business.
Because CBC equals B2B.

Nordic Tankers / Novo Nordisk Pharmatech / Perkins /
Plus Pack / Satair / Svitzer / Terma

CBC A/S
RYESGADE 3B
DK-2200 COPENHAGEN N
DENMARK
TEL.: +45 35 25 01 60

30 STAMFORD STREET
LONDON SE1 9LQ
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL.: +44 (0) 745 296 5852

cbc@cbc.dk / www.cbc.dk / www.cbc.co.uk

